Bill Boley Project Profile: Oxford St, London
Total Solutions in Controlled Hydraulic Movement and Jacking
Project Designation / Location
Lifting and positioning a complete Victorian building façade in
Oxford Street, London.

Client
Multiplex Group

Great Portland Estates

Project Challenge
Oxford St, in heart of London’s West End, is one of Europe’s busiest
shopping streets. Planning restrictions for the redevelopment of
73/89 Oxford St. have mandated the retention of the listed 3 storey
façade shown opposite. However the new design of the shop fronts
of the building has required this structure, weighing over 400
tonnes, to be lifted 890 mm above its original position.
This delicate part of the reconstruction project has required Oxford
St to be closed during the work and, as a result, has been carried
out over two nights.

The complete façade weighs over 400 tonnes

Bill Boley Solution
JACK TYPE: Single stroke ram CAPACITY: 20 tonnes
STROKE: 1000 mm QUANTITY: 36
Setting up such a complex jacking procedure requires extensive
expertise and experience. To ensure the structure was unaffected
by the lift, a complex steel clamping frame, itself weighing over 100
tonnes, was secured to the façade. This retention system was
designed with vertical guide rails between the retention towers and
the clamping frame around the façade. These were separated by
greased skates and retained in position with steel rollers to allow
vertical movement when jacked.
The façade was jacked from the underside of the 1st floor beam
using 36 x 20 tonne single stroke hydraulic jacks, set in pairs
perpendicular to the beam. For maximum stability, the jacks were
installed within special support frames. (See opposite)
The overall jacking operation was computer-controlled to ensure
ultimate precision. Strict movement criteria were set during the lift
and a continuous surveying and measuring operation was
undertaken to ensure the lift progressed as planned within these
limits. The façade was lifted at a rate of approximately 10mm per
minute and completed on schedule.
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20 tonne high-lift jacks in special structure
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Bringing a sense of scale to this complex project

Computer Controller

Confined working space

Pairs of jacks clearly visible below structure
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